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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

ashing ton., September 05, 1919.
SIR : I am *rat Ling herewith for publication as a bulletin of

the Bureau of Education the report of a survey of the schools of the
city of Memphis, Tenn., made under my direction. I am asking that
it be printed in the following seven parts:

Part 1. Chapter I. An industrial and Social Study of Mem-
phis.

Chapter II. School Organization, Supervision, and
Finance.

Chaptet: III. The Building Problem.
Part 2. Chapter I. The Elementary Schoors.

Chapter II. The High Schools.
Part 3. Civic Education.
Part 4. Science.
Part 5. Music.
Part 6. Industrial Arts, Home Economics, and Gardening.
Part 7. Health Work.

Respectfully submitted.
P. P. "CLAXTON,

COMIThi88i01101%

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
3
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE.

INTRODUCTION.

In April, 1919, at the request of the Board of Education of
Memphis, Tenn., the United States Commissioner of Education sub-
mitted the conditions on which the Bureau of Education would make
a stirvey of the public school system of that city. These conditions,
as stated by the Commissioner of Education, follou:

(1) 'mat the board or education, the superintendent of public schools, and
all other public officers and teachers connected with the schools will give, me
and the persons detailed' to make the survey their hearty, cooperation, to the
end that the survey may be made ntost effectively and economically.

(2) That the survey committee be peftnItted to find the facts as they are.
and, In so far as may seem advisable, to report them as they are found.
.,, (3) That the findings of the survey committee and such recommendations
for the Improvement of the schools as nfay seem to be desirable may be pub-
lished as n bulletin of the Bureau of Education at the expense of the Federal

--Government for distribution, firSt, among the citizens of Memphis and, second,
among students of education throughout the country.

(4) That the necessary expenses af the survey, Including expenses for
travel and subs tence for employees of `the bureau detailed for this work, and
the honorariums and expenses of the one or more additional persons whom it
may be necessary to employ to assist In the work will be paid by the board of
education. It is understood, however, that the board will not be obligated for
expenses beyond $5,000. -

It Is my purpose to begin the survey on or before May 12 and to have the
.11eid work of it finished in June. The final report win be submitted and printed
as early as possible after the 1st of July. Such portion us Way be needed by
the board In determining their building policy for next year Will be submitted
as much earirer than the 1st of July as possible.

On May 5 the commissioner was notified that all the conditions
named had been agreed to.' To assist him in'making this study the
commissioner appointed the following commission:

TIM SURVEY COMMISSION.

Frank F. Bunker, Specialist in City School Systems, Bureau of Education,
(director of the survey.

Thomas Alexander, Professor of `Elementary Education, Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.

Bawth Specialist in Vocational Education, Bureau of Education.
Strain -By t4, Spcidalist in 'Health Education, United States Public Health

ea
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6 THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.

Elmer W. Christy, Superrisor of Industrial Education, Public Schools. Ctn.
(initial, Ohio.

Flfcher B. Dress Int Specialist in School Architecture, Sanitation, Buildings,
and Equipment, Bureau of Education.

Arthur W. Dunn. Specialist in ('Inc. Education, Rureaf of Education.
Will Enrhart, Supervisor of Music, Public Schools, PiLlsburgh. Pa.
Alice Itortllins- Fenandez, Specialist in social mot firlustrial Prob 1Cois. Bureau

of Education.
Florence V. FoN., Specialist in Primary Grade Education, !preen of ngu(wrion.
Ado Van Stone Harris, Director of Elementqrp Practice Tea Ching, Pub lio

Schools. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Carrie A. Lyford. Specialist in Home Economio, Bureau of Education.
F. A. Merrill, Specialist in School and Home GardeniaV, Burean of Education.
John L. Itnudull, Specialist in School and Home Gardening, Bureau of Edu-

cation. 4

Willard S. Small, Specialist in School Hygiene and Physical Education. Bure(kis
of Education.

George It. TwIsti', Professor of Secondary Education and State High School
Inspector, Ohio State Uninersity.

The field wort began May 12 and was completed June 7, except
that two members of the staff remained two weeks longer.

While the time for the examination of conditions was short, the
schools closing for the year on June 13, nevertheless, through careful
organization of the work and through frequent meetings of the staff
for the discussion,of every phase of the problem, definite and positive
conclusions in which all concurred were quickly reached. Although
the commission as a whole considered every important activity of the
Work of the system, each member was assigned to the particular field
of his interest. The reptc of the members of the commission were
'organized by the director the Airvey and transmitted to the Com-
missioner of Education for his approval. The report is issued in,
separate parts for general cirAlation.

THE PARTS TO BE

Part 1. Chapter I. Ail Indiettrial and Social study of Memphis.
Chapter II. School Oroanization, Supervision, and Fi-

nance.
Chapter III. The Building Problem.

Part 2. Chapter I. '1'lle Elementary Schoids.;
Chapter II. The High Schools.

Part 3. Cit'ic Education.
Part 4. Science.
Part. 5. Music.
Part 6. Industrial Arts, Home Economics and Gat...dening.
Part 7: Health Work.

- This study of the Memphis. schools is intended to he a study of
policies and :of practices; not of persons. The commission has con-.
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. sciously avoided either prVaising or blaming, crediting or discrediting,
individuals. The matter of 'placing an estimate upon the value of
the services which individuals, are rendering is the duty of local au-
thorities; it falls outside the province of the survey commission and
has net been 'attempted.

The commission desires to ea-Press its appreciation of the courtesy
and consideration shown, its members by citizens of Memphis, the
members of the board of *education, the secretary's office, the super-
intendent and his clerks, and the entire school corps. Without ex-
ception, all cooperated to make the investigation as thorough and as
efficient as the time would permit.

A special word of appreciation is due the managements of the
Young Men's Christian Association for providing office rooms and
*equipment for the staff, without charge, and to the local company
handling the Burrough's Adding Machine, which very kindly loaned
one of these machines to the staff,

A summary of conclusions and recommendations will be found at
the end of each chapter.

-



PART VII. HEALTH WORK.

CONtENTS.Educating f vigor and sanitLThe obligation of the schoolsPhysical
condition of school chi Mental statim of ehIldrenWhat is belug doneA plan
proposedThe high se Summary of conclusions and recotnmentiatioy.

,

EDUCATING FOR VIGOR AND SANITY.

The dram of prei-entive medicine has unfolded with lost
bewildering rapidity during the past quarter of a century. Amon*
its episodes are the conquest of such ancient. and formidable enemies
of man as yellow fever, malaria, typhoid fever. It has established
permanent strategic principles for combating all connunnicabte dis-
eases. It has developed the principles of preventive tactics. Not
unnaturally, the external factors in the conquest of healthsanitary
engineering, public hygiene, and prophylactic measureshave bulked
large both in scientific thinking and in popular imagination. This
finds concrete illustration in the slogan of the public-health propa-

'gandists "Any community can buy health if it is willing to pay the'
price." The external conditions of hearth can be bought. by a cbm-
munity, but the health of a community is the collective health of
individuals, and each individual must achieve the personal strength,
vigor, and disease-resisting power, which together constitute health,
fin^ugh the practice of personal hygiene. This basic fact has been
somewhat obscured by our success with communicable diseases.
' The World War cast a flaming shaft of light into this obscurity.
We had conquered the most frightful of the epidemic ilikases til
the "flu" came to mock us for a season); we had make it possible
assemble'und. quarter great .armies in safety, but the men who shArul
constitute those armieswhat of them? One-third of them unfit for -

military duty on account of -diseases, disabilities and defects, few of `
which bore any relation to communicable, disease., They were rather
the offspring of heredity and neglect. Not only that! When we
had hurriedly jerked an army. together and AV rigorous culling had
eliminated the glaringljaunfit, we found that even of the selected
men many were woefullne.cking in strength-, endurance, resilience,
and resistance to disease, as well as in practical knowledge of evbry-
day personal hygiene.
) In the clear fight of this revelation we realize that any community
desiring the4physical fitness of its citizens must include in its plans .
and speeifiCatiOns much .more than the external factors of sanitary.
engineering.,, public hygiene, and medical prophylaxis.; it must include ..

measures for the nurture,.. the physiettl education, of its children.
Stock breedera have long since learned this. lesson. Witness tho

1478406.'"-20"--2 9
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10 TIE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.

beautiful horses. hogs, and cattle annually exhibited at the Tri-
State Fair here iii Memphis, the concrete results of applied animal
husbandry, applied not by veterinarians. (though veterinary science
has had its part), but by those who have had committed to their care
the feeding, housing, and training of the young animals.

It behooves us to take a leaf out of the book of ainimal husbandry
for the benefit of home n hu8broidry. Admit at once{ that the eugenics

'factor is eliminated from the analogy. Admit also that the nurture
of a horse or a hog is a simple thing compared with the nurture of a
human child. Admit, filially, that the child is,committed to the care
not of one " husbandman " but of many. The essential fact remains
that the principles Shuman husbandry are infinitely less understood
and infinitely less applied by those who care for children than are the
principles of animal husbandry by those who care for animals. The
public school is the agency for applying the principles and democra-
tizing the knowledge of human husbandry. . ,

I. THE OBLIGATION OF THE SCHOOLS.

" It is wdso than a crime," said a diplomat, " it is a under."
There is no, more mischievous educational blunder than that of uild-
ing educational procedure upon the traditional misconception of edu-

cation as merely a matter of mental trainingthe acquisition ofd
certain knowledge and skill. The introductory chapter of this report
gives clear evidence that this blunder has not been repeated in this
survey. Throughout this report the organic charactell of education
is emphasizedits economic, social, and vital' relations. "What kind
of activities should be provided in the schools in order that the chil-
dren of Meniphis shall grow up to be healthy2 intelligent, self-reliant,

,and worthy to carry on the traditions of the city ".is a constantly re-
curring undertone. Human husbandry is implicit throughout.

A complete program for guarding and increasing abundance of life
Ihrough,the schools involves five fairly distinct factors:A wholesome
physical environment, .hygienic school management and methods of
instruction, teaching of health, physical training activities, and health
examination and direction.

ti WHOLESOME ENVIRONMENT.

By wholesome is meant not only " hygieidc," but also ample and
,pleasant; grounds and buildings, that shall contribute as much as
inanimate surroundings can contribute to the growing of "healthy,
intelligent, self-reliant" children. This is a basic condition of
human _husbandry. Growing plants' and young animals can not
grow successfully in unwholesome surroundings. It is not enough
to say, even if it could be said truthfully, that the physical environ-
ment is such that no harm is done to the pupils; the obligation is
ditiarged only when the physical environment of the schools is
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such as to promote positively the growth and vigor of the children.
' The requirements relative to a wholesome physical environment are
adequately covered fn Chapters III, IV, and V.

But original' construction is not enough. A perfectly wholesome
school plant may be unwholesome' if improperly operated. Proper
operation means adequate supervision, This matter is partly cov-
ered in the sections just cited. Salutary improvements are recom-
mended in the organization and administration of the janitor service.
but there is no recommendation relative 'to supervision of the janitor
service or for sanitary inspection of the school buildings.

The former of these two requirements would be met try a central
head or supervisor of the janitor service, responsible for the efficient
performance of the janitorial functions and the morale' of the
janitorial force. The second requirement would be met by periodic
sallitary, inspection of the school plants by competent inspectors.
This work should be under the direction of a responsible head of
coordinated school health work.

1111IF.NIC SCI1001( MANAGEMENT.' .

This inx;olves both physical and mental considerations upon.which
the morale .of the school depends. The ideal is a school in which
such essential physical conditions is ventilation and lighting are
continuously respected; in which the daily schedule is so organized
as to conserve the energies of pupils mei teacher and to avoid undue
fatigue and nervous strain; in which the disciplinary atmosphere is

as to produce good cheer, confidence, and industry. Recognition
of this principle permeates the chapter on the elementary schools.
The realization of such ideals in practice depends less upon special
hygienic supervision than upon suffusing the entire school pro-
cedure with creryday knowledge of physical and mental hygiene.
The recommendations in the section on Organization, Administration,
and Superuision relative to the education, selection, compensation,
and supervision of teachers; if carried out, will go tpr toward pEo-
Rioting hygienic management and methods of teaching. -

.14# THE TEACHING OF HEALTH.

Health, in the sense of a strong, enduring.. disease-resisting,
flexible, responsive body mechanisms is quite as much a matter of
attquisition as is ability in playing the piano or ability to manage
men. There are differences in native endowment, to be 'sure, but

'each individUal must earn health by obeying the laws of health
just as he must develop any other endowment. "Health, like' happi;
ness, is to a large extent a matter of habit, and therefore can be
taught.'" If, -however, health is to be taught successfully, a few

Teaching Reelth. Health IftheatIon'No. S. Bureau of Rdocation. 1919.



12 THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.

simple principles must be religiously observed. The following
summary of the most important of these principles is taken largely
from the pamphlet quoted above.

1. The end to be aimed at is not information, but action; not sim-
ply ki.owledge of what things are desirable, but rather the habitual
practice of the rules of healthy living.

2. Health teaching must be positive, not negative. We must
learn to think of health in terms of strength and beauty and
joy, rather than of weakness and disease. We must say "Brush
your teeth regularly, so that you may enjoy the feeling of a fresh,
clean mouth. and have a sweet breath, and a fine shining. set of
strong teeth i" not, "Don't forget to brush your teeth or they will

'decay and you will have a bad digestion."
3. Health must not be taught didactically, but by personal ex-

ample and object lesson. Frecluently it must be taught indirectly.
The child has no interest in health for health's sake, but every girl
desires to be beautiful and every boy desires to be strong and
athletic. The wise teacher will build on these natural interests of
the children, and inspire them to do the things which will result
in physical beauty and strength. The health crusader program is
an illustration of the principle, '

4. Time must be allowed every school day from the kindergarten
upward for health exercises and instruction. In the lower grades
this time should be devoted wholly to the promotion of health
habits. It is the what rather than the why which should be impressed
on the younger children: With the older 'children the reasons for
health rules take more prqpinence, and in the upper. grades the
habits which have been thrilled in the lower grades should be
reinforced by accurate scientific knowledge. In the upper grades
thepupils should be interested in public health movements, and
mach information of personal value can be thus indirectly con-
veyed. For instance, in studying the phases of the campaign against-
tuberculosis the isp 1 learns many facts about the disease and its
prevention, withgbe advantage that his attention is directed out.:
ward and is not morbidly turned in upon himself. An essential part
of this "instruction" is the daily morning. inspection. This inspection
may be a rapid review by the teacher,. or it may take the form of
a heitIth club, in which. the children are inspected by one of their
own self-appointed health officers. .

5. The pupils' progress in health should be recorded and reported
as regularly as progress in arithmetic,, reading, or any other school
subject. .The Classroom Weight Record, issued. by the Bureau
Of Education, is a convenient means at once of recording progress
is .0:_trth and efilistini, the interest of pupils.
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The State Normal School of Trenton, N. J., has devised a plan of
crediting school and home work in hygiene. It has been used success-
fully in the schools of Westfield, N. J. It might be adapted to almost
any local situation.

Class work
I. Personal appearance 10

1. Neatness of dress. (a) Buttons on. (b) Clothes brushed. (c)
Shoes shined.

2. Hair neatly arranged.
II, Personal habitsHygienic 10

1. Cleanliness. (a) Face. (b) Hands. (c) Nails. (d) Teeth.
2. Exercises at home.
3. Sleeping withmIndow open.

III. School housekeeping
1. Neatness of desk (inside. outside).
2. Neatness of flobr near desk.
3. Neatness of cloakroom.
4. Appcnranee of book covers.

IV. Manners_ 10
1. Attitude toward teacher.
2. Attitude toward classmates.
3. Attitude in the home.

V. Posture
1. Standing.
2. Sitting.
3. Marching.

6. Finally. the health teaching must be integral with the physi-
cal training activities. The physical efficiency andards recom-
mended in the section on physical training activities offers an ideal
means of bringing home to each child of the middle and upper grades
the personal value of observing the simple health requirements. The
desire to be up ti) theAandard or to excel the standard is a Sure
stimulus to effort.

It would not be wise to attempt to butline a "course in health in-
struction" for the Memphis schools. That would likely result either
in wooden conformity or indifferent observance. What is recom-
mended is that the principles as sketched above be studied, digested,
and applied. The thing to be desired ilkinterested interest-compelling,
and constructive effort on the part of teachers and supervisors. The-
Health Education series of the Bureau of EduCation in the hands of
all the teachers should furnish a sound basis fbr development of this
vital part of the education pro ram.

Physical training activities.Physical etlucation broadly and
rightlY conceived is egeneral term. Included in its meaning are all
the factors that condition and contribute to the development of
"bodily vigor and endurance, muscular strength 4nd skill, bodily
and mental poise, and the social and moral qualities of courage,,self-.
control, $lf7subordination, cooperation undei; leadeithip and clis
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ciplined initiative." Muscular activity is the active principle of
physical education.' Physical training therefore is the active factor
in physical education. A repertory of physical training activities
adapted, with due consideration of age and strength. to securing the
ends enumerated above is fundamental in, a program of human hus-
bandry.

7'he elementary school proyrom.The of Physical Exer-
cises and Games for Public Schools of MemphisFirst to Eighth
Grade." outlines the program of physical training activities fof the
Memphis.clementary schools. The program consists of calialienics
and games for the primary grades; calisthenics, wand. and dumb-bell
exercises, and games for the upper grades. Footwork and marching
exercises are included throughout. Ten minutes a day is the pre-
scribed time for this part of the program. In some of the schools
where teachers specially interested in this work have been assigned
to conduct it, from 20 to 30 minutes a day are given.

That the author of the manual, the present -supervisor of physical
education, is appreciative of relative values is shown by such state-
ments as the following found in the text, " Exercising out of doors
is of greater benefit to the pupils than exercising in doors; therefore,
move game class out doors for exercising as often as the weather
permits." "Impress upon the pupils, especially girls, the importance
of wearing loose garments." "Gaines are the most suitable and bene-
ficial (forms of exercise) for the lower grades." There is, however,
a somewhat disproportionate emphasis, in the explanation and direc-
tions, .upon the disciplinary objects of physical training at the ex-
penses Of the aesthetic objects. The calisthenic exercises are explained
in detail and with precision; there is little or no explanation of the
games. The repertory of games is good.

There is no refeIence in the manual to modern school playground
activities or to the socialized athletics so conspicuous in the present
day, progressive programs of physical training activities. These

'omissions may doubtless be Attributed in part to the fact that the
manual was issued in 1909; and in part to the lack, at that time, of
official hospitality to suchinnovations in educational practice. The
keen interest of the supervisor in such movements and his just appre-
ciation of their community impokance are attested by a brief, state-
ment furnished by him in regard to the history of the playground
movement and the "safe and sane Fourth of July."

Tli K land LI Nalic PLA,MOUNDS.

About 13 years ago,. after Wing mimerOus public exhibitions mid demon-
strations with' my classes in physical training, a few altruistic citizens organised
-the IsCal "pip Ground Association." After the usual trials and tribute-
tious that public-800W and benefiting organizations are subject to, our park .

etspts sateerrsKy ususaoru sew suns UUUit.aeut waive au tun warns wr vaall uu I
The money was invested in purchasing apparatuses, which were zt.
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equally divided among the three parks. The success of these cases of recrea-
tion and play for children was so pronounced that the park board offered all
of Market Square for this purpose. After being equipped with the necessary
apparatus purchased by funds donated by a few members of the Playground
Association, and being located In one of the most densely populated districts
of the city, this place proved to be a real blessing. Our next increase of v lay-
grounds was through the generosity of Mr. Rosier, of the Memphis §team
Laundry. He equipped a large lot on Washington Avenue and Fourth Street
with nil the necessary paraphernalia apd donated it to the city. Owing to the
lack of proper supervision and care, this place had to be abandoned, the appa-
ratus being moved to Forest Park, ivh1ch is now our fifth playground. In re-
cent years n recreation commission has been created with suticleM funds from
the city to enable them to employ a supervisor and a number of teachers.
Though the results have been good and satisfactory, yet there are Lanny hun-
dreds of children in real need of recreation and hygiene who would be benefited
by the establishment of a Sew playgrounds in the more denseuy populated
parts of the city.

"Wu,

Some 11 years ago, my attention was called to a movement, originating, I -

believe, in the Eastern States, which was to wean our youth and ninny adults
from the vicious and *dangerous manner of celebrating the "Birth Day of Lib-
erty " to a more sane, safe, and joyous one. Realizing the great and incalcu-
inble educational value of this benatful movement, a number of public-spirited
citizens organized our local " Safe and Sane Fourth of July Association "
with the purpose of celebrating our " Liberty Day" in a more appropriate
way. From year to year the new method proved.more and more attrac-
tive to and old. program, consisting gymnastic and
ntheletic games for both sexes, was given annually, though changed each year.
Thousands of children participated, their joy and happiness being an ade-
quate compensation for thq.strenuous work of the organization.

Health examination and direction. This factor in the program
is discussed in extenso in Section's II-V, inclusive.

II. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF MEMPHIS SCHOOL CHILDREN.

There are no recbrds of the physical condition of the children in
the Memphis schools. In the time at the disposal of the survey no
extensive examination could be Made. It was decided therefore to
secure approximate data by two methods : (1) By the examination of
is limited number of children in representative schools; (2) by getting-
estimates from teachers as to the numbers of certain classes of
deflective children.

Examination of 600 children'. It is recognized that the examina-
tion of only 600 children out of a school population of 22,000 is
merely a sampling process. It is believed, however, that by reason
of the representative character of the'schools selected, the results of
these examinations will serve as a fairly reliable index of general
conditions. In each of two white schools and in one colored school
200 children were examined, and comparisons made upon the basis
of height, weight, eyes, teeth, and progress in school. In selecting
the white schools Riverside was taken as representing a large labor-
ing element ; and Snowden as representing a somewhat more exalt-

SAFE AND MASS FOURTH OF JULY.
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sive White population. Grant was taken 411S,a typical colored school.
The examinations. were limited to the age groups 10 to 14 years, in-
clusive, nearest birthday. An equal number of boysind girls, unse-
lected except as to age. gave 0 of each sex at each age in each school.

Heigh/ are/ weight. -Table 1 gives the average heightsnd weight,
o: these 600 according to race. sex. and age. No significant differ-
claws are shown in the average height and weight of the two races"
at the different age periods.
TAMA.: maga height and weight of holes and girls. 10 1'1_11 ,hurts of aut. in-

' cluNirc-400 :dic and 200 eabwed children.

Age in vent-.

11

13
11

\Vhite.

;Buys. irk.

Height, weight, height. AVM

In inches. pounds. in

52.8
54.8
56.9
58.7
59.8

66.9 1 53.3
69.8 1 51.11
77.9 57.2
88.9 I 60.0
94.8 60.8

ght

86.3
72. 1
83.8
95.0
96.4

51.4
54.4
55.4
57.3
58.2

Boy,

H
, Weight,

in inche.1 'pounds.

62.7
72.9
77.5
U. 1
88.5

53.4
55. 7
57.4
58.7
60. 4

Girls.

WHeight, Weight,
in inches. pounds.

68.0
74.8
77.9
87.0
09.0

Table 2 shows the average height and weight of fhe Memphis
children, based the
norm compiled by the Children's Bureau. The Memphis group of

. boys at 10 years are slightly under the norm in weight, and at 14
are slightly under the norm in both weight and height; but at all
other points they are above the norm. The girls are above the norm
for both height and weight at all :IRO

TABLE 2.- height and ,weight of l;00 children of Memphis. compared trifle
Children's,Bureau worm.

Boys. Norm. GI Ls. Norm.
JP

. t in Weight in Height in Weight in Height in Wright in Height iu Weight in
pounds. inches. pounds. Indies. pounds. inches. pounds.

-4 .
52.1 64.8 51.7 65.3. 53.3 07.1 . 51.2 52.3
54.6 71.4 53.2 79.2 55.1 73.4 51.5 68.8
55.1 77.7 55.0 76.8 57.3 80.8 50.0 78.3
58.0 85.0 57.2 84.8 59.3 91.0 58.2 88.7
50.0 '91.6 00.0 94.8 60.0 97.7 060 94.6

.But the average height and weight of these children is not.the most
significant thing. Much more important is the refatio i of weight to
nutritional contrition. It is now genera-fly recognized that there is
an average weight for a giyen age and height, and that when a child
falls very far below this average, undernourisinnent is indicated.
The table of comparative heights and weights issued by the Bureau.-
of Zdueatiou for the various age groupsl'and quoted below, was Used .. .

inking these studies.
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TABLE 3.Height and weight.
13 0 YI3.

17

Fieleitjneliee.
5

yrs.
6

ITS.
7

yrs.
8

yrs.
9.

yrs.
10

yrs.
11

yrs.
12
yrs

1.3

yrs.
14

yrs.
15

yrs.
16

)73.
17

yrs.
13

yrs.

3 9 36. 36 37
.--

40 87 38 39
41 ' 39 40 41 ,
42 41 42 43 44
43 43 44 45 46
44 45 46 46 47
45... 47 47 48 48 49
46
43

38 49
61

50
52

50
62

61
53 54 ..

,...48 53 54 55 55 56 67
49 56 66 57 58 58 59
50 58 59 GO 60 GI 62
51 60 61 63 63 84 65 .
52 62 f3 64 65 67 f3
53 66 67 G8 69 70 71
54 ...... 69 70 71 72 73 74
5.5 73 74 75 76 77 78
56 77 78 79 80 81 82 ......57 81 82 83 84 65 86 ... .. .18 8> 85 86 87 88 90 91
59 , 87 88 89 90 92 94 96 97
1.1) 91 92 93 94 97 99 101 102GI 9S 97 99 102 104 100 108 11062 100 102 104 106 109 111 113 1181,3

1'4 i
105 107

113
109
115

I I I
117

114
. 118

115
119

117
190

119
122to. ...., 1 I 120 122 123 124 125 17866

1 125 126 127 128 129 13067 I 130 131 132 ma 734 13569 134 185 136 137 138 13969 138 139 140 141 142 14370 142 144 145 146 14771 147 149 150 151 15272 .. '.. 152 154 165 156 15773 137 159 160 161 16274 162 164 165 166 16775
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These tables are based upon examination of white children only.
The deviations shown by the 200 colored children make their value
doubtfuriebr use with colored children. It is probable that, in the
case of colored children, tables will have to be worked out based upon
this race alone.

Comparison of the results of measurements of the 400 children
in the two white schools with the above table gives the following
percentages of children 10 per cent or more underweight:

Riverside (large laboring population) 31 per cent
- Snowden (exclusive white population) 18 per cent

Average for whites "4.5 percent,

It is significant that. the less fortunat'e economic group shows 13
per cent more underweight than the niece fortunate group. This
corresponds with the findings in investigations elsewhere of the
growth of children.'

A child who is 10 per cent below the average for his age and
height is probably undernourished. Dr. W. B.. P. Emerson, of Bos-
ton, whose extensive experience with this problem gives his opinion
special authority, says that " the child who is chronically 7 per cent
underweight for his height is not only undernourished but mall
nourished." 2 Ten per cent, therefore, may be taken as.a conserva-

.. tive danger signal. All such children require further examination
and consideration.

Though there is doubt of the ..applicability to colored children
of the tables used above, there- is no--veasen to doubt that there is
r..3 much undermitrition among the colored as among.tlie white
children. Indeed, the lower economic status would indicate a proba-
bility of more. Assuming, however,. an equal 'degree tunong the
two races, and assuming that the three schools are fair samples of
the' school population, then there are in it approwimoteg ,700' white
and 1,800 colored undernourished children. .

Nutrition is the most fundamental factor in the general develop
ment and well-being of children: Moreover, it' is believed that at-
tention to nutrition is vitally importat5 in the prevention of Om-
municable diseases. Certain it is that the most vital' part of the
treatment of tuberculosis is the diet; it is hard to escape the convic-
tion, therefore, that if diet is important in the matter of cure, it is
even more important in the matter of prevention.

I In a study of London elementary schools, some scars since, Dr. Kerr found
nourished children as follows : In good -claw schools, 12 per cent ; In medium schools, 14
per cent ; and in poor schools, 47 per cent

!Internon. A Nutrition Clinic In a Public School. American Journal Disowns' of
OSlldren, 17 : 261-63, April, 1919,
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Eyes.The Snellen Test was used in examining the eyes. This
retest is d upon the principle that the normal eye is sensitive
SO F

40 FT

11.
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20 FTEROD13A
10-FTHDNPK LR

to light from a five-minute arc of a circle. It consists of a large card
with letters of varying sizes, each subtending an are of five minutes
at the distance indicated by figures at left and above each line.
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4. . .

In practice the card is placed upon the wall where it is well
illuminated, and the'child placed at a distance of 20 feet. One eye
is tested at a time, the other being covered but not closed.' If the
child can--read all the letters to be read 20 feet, his visited acuity is
normal, and is marked -20/20. If he can not. read these, but can
read those to be read at 30 feet, his visual acuity is marked 20/30,
which means that it is only twenty-thirtieths of the normal.

.TITe test is admittedly faulty, but it is the best at our disposal. It
is faulty in that it takes no account of accommodation. Errors, of
refraction depend upon the size and sluipe of the eye. Sonic of
these errors', when not 100 pronounced, can he overctmi by action
of the ciliary muscles which pull the optical parts of the eye into
more obliging- shape. In such ease, if tile error be not tau gross,
accommodatiin may overcome it altogether, although perhaps at the
expense of considerable strain. In such a ease the child would be
suffering from eye strain, although t he 'Sadie') Test would show

;a visual acuity of 20/0. - .

From this it is also apparent that muscles of accommodation that
are in good toneCan overcome a huger error of refraction than Arise
that are not. It is fon-nd that eyes will test out better in the morn-.
ing, when the muscles of accommodation are rested, than late in the
day, when-they are tired. It is therefore not .surprising to find an
intimate relationship between nutrition and vision.

. For purposes of comparison the children tested were .divided Into
three groups: .

,
. ,

Group I includes all children in which both eyes tested 20/20,or
better. These are rated as normal vision.

Group II includes all children in which one eye. or both, tested -
15/20. These are rated as slightly subnormul, awl are.to be kept
under observation for further evidence of eye strain. Such evidence
usually manifests itself ik the -forth of headache, Jilin ing, and t&411

tendency to held the priactpage, when reading, in ina. msition.
Group III includes all childreniin which one eye tested 10/20 or

worse. These are rated as seriously subnounal. They are in need
of the service of an oceolist for more careful examination than is *
possible with thelulkit Test, and for advice add treatment.

Test* -I.Relative riaaul:.t esfty of 200 children in ei ch of the three. ofehools...

8ohoo Group 1. Group II.; Group 1/I.

Per cent. Per rent. Per cent..
:Riverside 44 21 23
Snowden 64 . 9
Grant (colored) 34 35 .90

Average at.
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The disparity between the Riverside and the Snowden children is
striking but not surprising, when it is recalled that the precentage
of underweight is 31 per cent and 18 per cent, respectively, for the
two schools.

The Grant School (colored) made a worse showing than either of
the white schools. But-there was another factor to be reekbned
with in applying the Snellen Test to the colored children: They did
not seem to have the power of intense effort of the white children.
Those wile are familiar with the test as applied know that effort is
an important factor in bringing the muscles of accommodation into
action, and that, other things being equal, those children that try
the hardest to see will see the best. The average of 21 per emit so
seriously defective as to need advice at lea,st of an oculist, is not
surprisingly large. The examinations of several million children
in all civilized countries show
about 20 per cent as the average.

Teeth. The teenth of the same
600 children were checked up with
respeet to the number decayed,
filled, and extracted. The wealth-
iest_goup shows the worst teeth.
Among the 200 children in the
Snowden School there were .649
teeth that had developed decay;
in the Riverside, 44S; in the Grant
(colored), 22.$ These differences
are of due to lack of dental dare.
In the,Snowden group 78 per cent
of the decayed teeth had received
attention; in the Riverside group
38 per cent; and in the Grant
only 16 per cent. Furthermore, the Snowden chicken had received
early aitehtion when the teeth could be saved by filling, as shown
by the fact that of the teeth that had received attention 92 per cent
had been filled us againSt 8 per cent extracted. The relative per-
centages-for the Riverside group are 57 per cent filled, 43 pei cent
extracted ; and for the Grant, 8 per cent filled, 99 per cent extracted.

These three sets of facts are shown. in figure. 2. No explanation."'
of these disparities is attempted. The matter of practical im-
portance is that so many who need early dental treatment do not
get it when needed.

Tuberculosis. No accurate survey of the exteht of tuberculosis was
undertaken. The best evidence available Would indicate that for the
country at large 5 per cent af the children have, or have had, incipient

-41k
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tuberculosis. The data lutv been collected chiefly among the white
population. Tuberculosis is unquestionably more prevalent among
the negroes. Assuming 5 percent for both white and black, there
are in Memphis approximately 725 white and 375 colored children
with incipient tuberculosis.

The only indication as to the number of acute cases ameong the
children is furnilied. by the teachers' 6stinintes. These estimates, 14.

white and 20 colored,.re probably
o co Ix MO 4003 soo no no short of the nctualnambers.

649 Tear/tow' esamoh's of rlPfective

Na
448 children.In order -to secure at

least approximate informatiomin
regard to the numbers of certain
groups of defective children,
the teachers wee asked to make a

sea census of such children. This
enumeration included not only

b such children in their respective
Stit'S but also children of school

92%
not attending school -who were

known to the teacher. It could
not be expected that these reports
jould bentirely accurate, but the

evident thoroughness and care shown in the reports give confidence
that.they are not far wrong. In the case of feeble-mindedness, indeed,
the number estimated by the teachers for the white schools conforms
closely w,ith, the normal expeclation. e., teachers' estimate, 101;
normal expectntioV 120. The results of this inquiry are shown in
Table I. Each of. these groups represents a special educational
problem.

43 :0 30 40. 30 SO tO 90 330(s)

78%

TAM.); 5.Certaie defer ire groups wpfoed leuchurs..

Defective groups. White. Colored. Toter:N\

Merkediy tubercular
Crippled

14
43 24

1i4
67

Dal (or nearly so) 58
Mind (or nearly so)
Stammerers

25
45

18
67 '

48 ,
Kb

F.plleptles It 0 17
Feeble-minded 101 105 205
Refractory 45 100 146
Others 362 SU 1,190

Summary of conditions.Assuming that the thrie schools are
fairly representative of the physical status of Memphis school chil-
dren, the salient facts limy be summarized as fcillOws:
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TABLE O.Summary of defective children.

23

White. Colored.

Number 10 per cent or more underweight
Number of children Lewin% 20/20 vision both eyes (Suellen Test).
Numbs; of children test inc 10/20 in one eye
Number of children with perfect teeth
Number of teeth that are or have been decayed
Number that have been:

Filled
Extrac ed
Untreated

Number having incipient tuberculosis .

3,700
le5,000
2,376
1,1;36

40,000

25,529
2,450

. 0,000
723

1,1530
2,465
2,213
3,696
5,000

-1111 t03
1,173
5,720

376

addition to these, them arc the special groups of defectives
shown in Table 5.

GI<

III. MENTAL IPIITATUS OF CHILDREN.

'The war brought up into clear daylight some things that we were
blinking. -One was that all men are not born equal sojar--as intelli-
gence is conci:rned.. Up to November 1,1918, approximately 1,500,000
men. in the Army were tested in accordance with-mental tests pre-
pared by a' joint. committee of the American Psychological Associa-
tion and the National Research Council. The method of rating and
the resu4s of.these tests are shown below :

TAD! E 7.-1116nta1 tests in the Army in 1918.

Ito tlug. Significance.

A
11

C plus

C
C minus
P
11 minus or N

Very superior intelligence%
Superior Intelligence, but not up S
High overage intelligence

Total of &novo

Average IniellIgenee4
Low av cruet) in tel
Inferior Intelligence

ligence

Very Inferior intelligence

pAproxi
baste pet.

of to
centime:.

.r--
Per cent.

4.5
. 9.0

16.5

30.0

16.0
210

10.0,

In further explanation of the ratings the eonunittee states:
The immense contrast between "A" and "D minus" intelligence, Is igkown by.

the Net that men of "A" ihtelligence have the ability to innke'a superior record
in college or university, while "D mlous.".men are of such inferior mentality
that they are rarely able to go beyond the third or fourth grade of tire elenien-
tary school, however long they attend. In fact most " D minus " and "E" men
are below the mental age of 10 years and are at best on the border line of mental
deficiency. Many of diem are of the moron grade of feeble-mingedness. "B
Intelligence Is capable of making an average record lb college; "C Plus" Intel-
ligence can not `do so well; while those with a mentality of "C" grade arerarely capable of finishing a lip-school course.

. Attention is invited to this last clause, napiely, that " C r.grade is
-:,rarely capable of finishing a high-schooliledurse. It will be noted'
that above " C " grade are g; A," "B," a "C plus ". grades, Tacna
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are capable of finishing high school, and that these aggregate 30 per
cent of the total number of men examined. This means, then, if it
means anything, that of the men between 21 and 31 years old, only
80 per cent have the intellectual capacity required to graduate from
high school. The other 70 per cent must perforce stop on this side of
a high-school education. It means, if it means anything; that of the
2,216 white children in first grade in the Memphis schools, only 664
have the Intellectual capacity to graduate from high school. The
other 1,500 and morewhat of them ? The " D minus " and the " E "
groups, about 225 in number, may struggle to the third or fourth
grade; the remaining ,1,300 or so will ultimately string-along from
the third or fourth grade to the eighth.

Upon the basis of native ability, children range from the very .-
lowest order of intellect; idiocy, up through feeble-mindedness, dull-

, average intelligence, superior intelligence, very superior intelli-
gence, to occpsional genius. There are no sharp lines of demarcation
between these orders. They are like the keys of a pianoa gradual
ascent from the bottom to the top. Every child has his place in this
scale somewhere. -

Now, it would be convenient to have some method of speaking of
different parts of this scale, so that one could say of a given child,
he stands at such or such a place in .the scale of. intelligencean
intelligence yardstick, so to spkak. A rational approach has been
made in the Binet -Simon scale and its derivatives. An average child
has greater mental ability at .3 years of age than at 2; more at 5 than
at 3; more than 10 than at 7. A child of 10 years has a chrono-
logical age of but if the same child has the intelligence of an
average child o years, he has a mental age of 7 years. To secure
a formula for the ratio-of mental age to chronological age, the mental
age is divided by the chronological age, e. g., mental age 7 divided
by chronological age 10 equals .7, or 70 on the scale of 100. The
result is known-as the intelligence quotient Or 1. Q. A child 10
years of age with the mental age of an average child of 7.years has
an I. Q:of 7 divided by 10, equal to 70 on the scale of 100.

Having now an intelligence yardstick, we are in position to under-
stand something Of intelligence distribution among children. A
study of 1,000 unselected cases, 5 to 14 years of age, by Terman,' is
very instructive. He arranges their I. Q.'s Its follows:

The lowest 1 per cent go to 70 or below; the highest 1 per cent reach 180 or above.
The lowest 2 per cent go to 78 or below ;tthe highest 2 per cent rvach 1213 or above.
The lowest 3 per.cent go to 76 or below ; the blithest 3 per cent !rich 125 or abovb.
The lowest 5 pee-cent go to 78 or below; the highest 5 per cent reach 122 or above.
the lowest 10 per cent go to 86 or below ; the highest 10 per cent *itch 116 or above.
The lowest 18 per cent go to 88 or below ; the highest 15 per cent reach 118 or above.
The lowest 20 per cent go to 91 or below ; the high t20 per cent roach 1.10 or above.
The lowest 20 per cent go to 92 or below ; the et 25 per cent reach 108 or above.
The lowest thlr'd go to 95 per cent or below 9111best third reach 106 or above.

sTorman. Measurement of Intelllrenr& llonehten Mifflin Va. Me_
. .

ti
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Terman. gives further. point to these values by suggesting the
followini L classification:

I. Q.
Above 140 Near genius or geniUs.
120-140 Very sukrlor intelligence.
110-120 Sutkrior intelligence.
90-110 Normal, or Irverage, intelligence.
80-8Q Dullness, rarely classifiable as feeble-utindedness.
70-80 Border line of deficiency. sometimes classifiable as Mims,

often as treble - mindedness.
Below 70 Definite feeble-mindetIness.

Roughly, then,. children may 'be divided into three groups the,
alovier twenty," the "middle silty," and the " upper twenty," mean-
ing the lower 20 per cent, the middle 60 per cent, and the upper 20
per cent. It will be seen that the " mTadle sixty" includes normal or
average intelligence. In the lower 20 will be found the "dullness,
rarely classifiable as feeble-mindedness; the borderline deficiency;
sometimes classifiable as dullness, often as feeble-mindedness; and the
definite feeble-mindedness." These are distinctly misfits in a auss .
with the middle 60, or average children. The upper 20 includes the
" Superior intelligence, very superior intelligence, and the ' near'
genius and genius." These are equally misfits in a class with the
middle GO. But all these fits and misfits are lumped together into one
class. The genius and near- genius are in the same class with bor-
derline deficiency often classified as feeble-mindedness. They are
assigned the same lessons,.expected to do the same work, take the

e examinations, and pass or not pass according to the same
ndard.

Mental grouping applied to MeinpMs. If Terman's proportions
hold for Memphis, then we have here among 12,000 white children in

e grammar grades (approxiihations only) :'

p. I. Q. Per cent. , Orade of intelligence. Numbs.

I
II

ti

V

VI

.

VII

Below 70
7043

80-40
90-110

110- in

130-1*

130 and
above.

' t
4

Is
00

15

4

1

Definitely feebleininded
These are the borderline cases. some of them are merely dull,

but more are feeble-minded.
These are the duller slow mentality cesee, rarely feeble-minded.
These are children of average mentality. It Is this imp that
the course of study is planned for, that the examinations are
made for; all are expected to stand or fall according to the
standards set by this group.

These are of superior Intelagence, and could in most eases
complete Use eight pulsator grades at 13 years of if.

These are of i superior Intelligence. It Is great Inlrstsee
to them to no

t
them down to a course of study AD far beneath

their abilities, sod to train them in habits, of idleness for back
of something commensurate with their abilities. These are
the future leaders of the nation.

These are tho "near" geniuses and the geniuses. The system
Is perpetrating the gravest wrongs upon them.

193
43D

%SOO
7,300

1,900

MP/

I %sty per cent of all the wayward girls are found, according to latest venereal disease wort, in the
lower Ill

.
B t where are these low-grade and high-grade pupils, Meniphians

will sk. Here is where some of them are. .One, a boy of nine years,
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was found in the Riverside *boo]. He is both an tot fit-and a misfit.
He is toifit in that he has some ill-defined nervous disturbance which
would require further study bef re a working diagnosis could be
made. He needs phygical attent He is a misfit, in that he has
rare intellectual ability, and I. Q of135. In school he iq reportedp
trouble maker. Yet it is admitt d that he is good in mathematics.
The truth is the boy has nothin to which to harness his mind, and
it runs wild. Add to that an ffliction, which gives him somewhat
of a grotesque appearance, an the result is that 113 keeps the other
children in an uproar. He i not working himself, nor is he per-
mitting others to work.- if h mind were harnessed to something
commensurate with his abilit s, his attainments

is
be note-

worthy. As it is, he is a handi ap to the school he s attending and
the school is likewise a handica to him.

In the Snowden School are some misfits. One a girl, a healthy,
robust specimen, is distinctly feeble-minded; in there with the others
of her age, struggling along, and the teacher struggling too, trying
to get her somewhere, wearing out the teacher and robbing other
pupils of time that is legitimately theirs.

It is safe to sttrrli\ in every school in the city are to be found both
unfits and misfits, the one suffering from some physical handicap,
probably correctible, and the other from mental misplacement
placed with a group doing work for which the child in question cannot do.

LIGHT FROM JUVENILE corm. SCHOOL.

The Juvenile Court School will throw some light on the- effect of
making misfits of children. The juvenile court receives pupils on
three several counts, namely: Truancy, incorrigibility, and domestic
uhevennesses. The truancy children, Mrs. Tate stated, are there
largely because of pending examinations they knew they could not
pasi. This condition of being a misfit in school heads to truancy,
and to the court. The incorrigibles, to some extent, find their way to
the juvenile court because they have been misfits in school. A prob-
able case in point was A. S. At- the tithe A. S. was in court, in-
telligence testing was unknown in Memphis, and so we have no
record of his I. Q. But there is evidence that he was of superior
intelligence. The record shows that ho was reputed to be a great-
trouble maker and that he was tried out in several schools. The
words used to describe him are "deficient," "brillfitsit," "erratic,"
"incorrigible." The record runs:

Finally, after several changes, was brought to the juvenile court for fol.
lowering misdemeanor:- Found a drunken mnn in Forrest Park asleep; bought10 cents' worth of gasoline' and poured it over him and set Ere to it to Deehim run. The man was badly injured. The boy thought it was a joke. In
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Juvenile Court School he always did most .exceptional things. His remark- -
able talent or intellect discovered in his dramatization of trial of boy. He took
isst: with the teacher on some qr tlon of discipline concerning another boy.
She said in fun; "You take charge of this case." He took her at her word,
which she WO the good sense to permIttook his seat as judge,.appointed counsel
for the defense, and prosecuting attorney, called witnesses, and disposed of
the case in due form, and in a remarkable manner. One day a traffic
policeman at Main and Madison fainted, and traffic became confused. A. 15:
stepped in, took the policeman's club and directed traffic till relieved by an
officer, and did lt so well that the Memphis papers gave him a big write-up.
He was 14 years old at this time. Erratic and brilliant conduct continued.
Did exceptionally well in leasons. Fond of speaking. Always did the spectac-
ular. When warwas declared, he enlisted. Was found to have ability as
radio operator. Was sent to Harvard and later to sea. Boat on which he was
wireless operator was captured by Germans. Officer forbade his sending any
message. He slammed the door In the officef's face, held it .with his foot,
sent an S. 0. S. call, which was answered, then shot, he officer, and Jumped
overboard, and was later pieleed up by an Aerican vessel. Is in service now.

The Juvenile Court ,School was probably the best place for *-S.
at the time. Here. it is true, he was mixed in with the incorrigiblet,
the truants, the feeble-minded, the brilliants, and the erratics, but,
nevertheless, here at least, he could exercise his initiative without
repression.

. There are many more treatment records, to be found in the Juvenile
Court Sch 1, but this will suffice to illustrate the point in question.
By the law f average there ought to be 120 cases of feeble-minded-
ness in the !hools, and as many more that are of such 16w grade
intellect that they are almost equally difficult problems. Miss Mable
Lee Cooper, psychologist of the board of education, whose generous
help and cooperation has made this phase of the study possible, says
in her report for last year: "There are approximately 300 pupils in
our city schools who for 'some reason are not able to keep up with
normal childre.., This says, by inference, that these are not normal
children, they are misfits calling for further study and a reclassifies-
tion. Miss Cooper goes on to say : "There is a second class who are
mentally incapacitated to do school work beyond the second grade.'"

More misfits. Now add to these the misfits by reason oft .superior
intelligence and the list 'mounts up considerably.

These last misfits, those who are wrongly placed because of superior
intelligence, are not only suffering a gross injustice themselves, and
transmitting an injustice to the school through their own enforced
idleness, but at the same time the State is being depried of its most
valuable Rivet, its potential leaders of men and women. And not only
that, it is costing good money to keep these children back. We have
seen that there are some 1,800 children, if the law of average holds
for Memphis, who have an intelligence rating of " superior." . These
children, according to Terman, could, in most cases, complete the'
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eight grades in seven years. Here are, then, 1,800 school years lost
through unnecessary retardation. Then we have, by the same reck-
oning, 480 children rated as " Veky superior." These could com-
plete the eight grades in six years. These lose two years each through
unnecessary retardation. This makes another 960 school years lost,
or a total of 2,760 school years lost in eight years, or an average of
345 school years annually. This is equivalent to maintaining? year
in and year out, a white schOol of 345 pupils. Now. such a school
costs at the present time, in Memphis, over $16,000 a year. It is true
this is not a tangible asset, but it is none the less real.

There is no deception in these figures. They may not be quantita-
tively correct, but in principle they will not be challenged, and in
quantity they are as nearly correct as the data at our disposal will
warrant. 'More money is lost in this one item alone than is necessary
to maintain an adefte school health service.

IV. WHAT IS BEING DONE.

It must not be inferred, from the preceding survey of conditions,
that no notice -has been taken of the unfits and misfits, and that
nothing has been done toward relieving the situation. The char-
acter and extent of the measures already underway are shown in
the following paragraphs:

Nursing service.The board of health employs 15 school nurses,
1 in the office and 14 in the field. In addition to their public-school
work, the nurses perform similar service in the parochial schools,
in all about 25,000 children. They also do a good deal of general
community work.

Primarily their duty is with the communicable diseases. Quite
properly communicable disease is always the first concern of boards
of health. It was communicable disease that first called a board of
health into existence in America. The board of health in Memphis
owes its establishment to yellow fever. Here, as elsewhere, there-
fore, the first duty of the health authorities is with the control of
communicable diseases. The individual disabilities, "the diseases
of heredity and neglect," are necessarily a secondary consideration.

The nurses hai3 dozy?, a limited amount of work in the field of in-
dividual disabilities, but nothing commensurate with -the needs.
Last year, e. g., they found 880 cases of children whose eyes needed
attention. According to the estimates recorded above, there are ap-
proximately 4,000 children needing such attention. It is not.clear
that all If the 380 detected cases received the needed attention.

Practically nothing has been done for the teeth.
This is no criticism of the nurses. The writer is witness to the

multitudinous demands upon their time made by the communicable-
disease work.
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School-board efforts.The school board has made two tentative
approaches to the problem of malnutritionthe open-air school and
the school lunch. Neither of these, however, goes far enough to
make a real dent in the problem. The open-air school accommo-

'dates about 23pupils: there are 4,000 who are 10 per cent or more
underweight. Of tubercular children alone, even though the stand-
ard estimate is cut in half, there are more than 500.

The hot school lunch, even if adequately administered, is only one
factor in the solution of the malnutrition problem. That the school
lunches are not adequately administered in some of the schools at
least is shown by the reference to insanitary conditions in the section
on janitor service. ,(See Chapters III and IX.)

The InixtitieiThe educational authorities have taken steps., also
toward the solution of the problem of the mental and social misfits
by the appointment of a school psychologist for diagnostic purposes,
the establishment of a special school and the juvenile court school.

The psychological service has been put on as an isolated service.
As such it cull not function most efficiently. Mental deficiency and
physical deficiency -are so closely related that they can not be studied
and treated separately without loss to both sides of the equation. In
spite. of this handicap the psychologist has proved to be one of the
best assets of the, educational system. Much has been accomplished
in the way of testing and classifying the misfits.

The special school for certain of the mental misfits is good as far
as it goes. It takes care of only about 25 children. According to '
the estimates of Miss (toper, the school psychologist, there are at
least 300 children needing such special care. The Juvenile Court
School provides for a small additional number of mental and moral
misfits (not always carefully discriminated). The combined facili-
tiesof the two schools, however, are quite inadequate to the needs
even of the very deficient group.

No provision is made for such iecial groups of defectives as the
cripples, the blind, the deaf, the stammerers, and the epileptics.
These are all educable. When educated they are an asset to society,
at least not a liability; when uneducated they are inevitably
liability. But they can be educated only when special provision
made for them.

SUMMARY OP EXISTING PROVISIONS.

- Sumniariking, then, there are in the elementary schools of Memphis
some 20,000 children instinctively striving to grow up into healthy,
intelligent 'men and women fit to bear their several parts in carrying
on the cATilization which is their heritage.* Approximately. two
thirds of them.,afe "normal " in the sew that they are Ireeirom
defects and disabilities that will permanently handicap, than,: ot.:
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impede their growth and development. The other one-third are
handicapped by disabilities and defects of such kind and degree that,
unless corrected, they condemn these children to incomplete manhood
and womanhood.

If these defects and disabilities were all irremediable, this discus-
sion would be idle. Bu4-.they are not all irremediable. Comparatively
few are incurable, many may be completely cured or at least allevi-
ated; others are tendencies to defects or weaknesses that can be
largely overcome by protection and nurture, by humane and intelli-
gent "child husbandry."

Furthermore, it must be recognized that the debt would not be
paid, even if full provision were made for salvaging and protecting
thee one-third who are actually or potentially defective. It is even
more important to provide for the full realization_, of the potential
capacity of the normal two-thirds. This fact was emphasized
painfully in our training camps, where it was made evident that a
great many of the young men who had passed the physical examina-
tion were lacking in strength, endurance, agility, muscular control,
disciplined initiative, and knoWledge of how to take care of them-
selfes. A large majority were physically uneducated; many were
physical illiterates.

The job then is twofold : Negatively, prevention, collection and
alleviation of deficiency ; positively, stimulation, development, and
training of potential capacity "unchaining the powers of man for
the Sake of life itselfits vigor, its beauty, its expression."

The school can be but one factor in such program of child hus-
bandry. Good housing, good feeding, sane regulation of child
labor, and provision for the husbandry of children under school ag2
are essential. But the function, the obligation and the opportunity"
of the school as set forth in the first chapter of this report are
great and imperative..

V. A PLAN PROPOSED.

Memphis should look forward to a well-coordinated administra-
tion of these several factors in human husbandry as applied to its
schoolswholesome environment, hygienic management and instruc-
tion, health teaching, physical training activities and health super-
vision (with special reference to the unfits and misfits). As already
indicated, both the school department and the health depaitment
have part in such work as is carried on. Their respective fields
of service are not clearly defined, ;though at present there is no
overlapping, chiefly, perhaps because so little is done. The health
department 'attends to the inspection for contagious disease and
affords some casual examination of individual disabilities. The
school department is responsible for the physical training aetivi-

,
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ties, the work for the misfits, and the conduct of the open-air school
and the juvenile court school.

There should be established a line of C'sayage between the fund-
tions of these two departments. This is not altogether an easy
task. In practice there is wide variation. In England, Scot-
land, France. and Switzerland, for example, ail school health work
is administered by the education authorities. In the United States,
of the States having comprehensive medical inspection laws, scam
provide for administration by the school department g.. Massa-
chusetts, New York, New Jersey, Maine, California, Utah) ; some,
by the health department (e. g., North Carolina, Florida) ; some,
jointly by the school and health departments.

There are similar diversities in the larger cities. Boston, Cleve-
land, Newark, Los Angeles, and others concentrate all phases of
school health work, including medical inspection for communicable
diseases, under the school department. In others, e. g., New York
Philadelphia. Chicago, Detroit, the health department. is responsible
not only for inspection for communicable disease but also for exami-
nation for individual defects anal such remedial and corrective work
as is carried on. In still others, e.g.,-Illittsburgh, Birmingham, St.
Louis, the communicable disease work falls to the health department;
all other phases of the school health work are taken care of by the
school administratiOn.

These diversities are not surprising and ought not to be discon-
certing. Both public health and public education are recvniiing
their larger functions and obligations. The conception of health as-
a public responsibility grew out of the recognition that communicable
disease is controllable. It has grown and expanded until it sees that
it has a larger obligation to society than policing against germs.
It aims at the conservation and promotion of the general health of
the public. The public school was first of all a schoolfor literacy.
Attendance was voluntary. Compulsory school attendance is 'ntrw
practically universal. Coincidentally the conviction has ripened that
education is more than literacythat is, is a great enterprise in social
engineering. Furthermore, it is recognized that compulsory attend-
ance carries with it a very special obligation, namely, to educate the
children who are compelled to attend school. This involves both the
duty of guarding all children frOm untoward external conditions and
of providing proper educational procedure for all children, including
the unfits 'and the misfits. Finally, the school exists as.an adminis-
trative instrument-ready to hand for developing new and germane
extensions of educational policy. .

The line of oleavage.It would seem that the real line of cleavage.
should be between functions that are medical and these' that are KW-
..calorie'. There is at present* twilight sone that must be explored
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and delimited in accordance with administrative efficiency and
economy.

If this is a correct analysis of the situation, Memphis should look
forward to a health department with resources adequate for the per-
formance of all specifically public health work. With respect to the
schools, this would mean not only control of communicable disease
but also provision for expert medical examination and remedial care
of the children needing such service and who otherwise would not
receive it. This service should be a part of the public health policy
of the city and should be rendered to the children, not as school Ail-
dren, but as citizens of its future. It should not waste its resources
by using expert medical or nursing service foy formal supervision ;
it should conserve its resources for expert medical and nursing serv-
ice.itUltimately this must mean the provision of public clinics, not
exclusively for school children but equally for children under school
age and for the general public. Whether the clinics are located in
school buildings or elsewhere is puraiy a matter of convenience.

On the other hand, the schools should organize the resources to
take care of all other? phaies of thetotal program. If this principle
is adopted, the twilight zone problem will be successfully solved.

Lack of fund8.As matters stand, neither the health department
nor the school department is in position to carry out its part of the
program. Neither has the financial resources to do what it should do.

In .the section "The Ability of Memphis to Finance the Proposed
Program " (see Part II. of this report), it is shown that Memphis
does not measure up to the average of the cities of her class in
financial support either of health and sanitation or,of- schools. The
per capita expenditure for the former was, in 1911, $1.38 as against.
$1.94 average; kir schools $3.08, as against 85.01. The undeveloped
state of the public health work in Memphis is shown by the fact that
it does not employ a full-time health officer. Here is a city ap-
proachitig 200,000 population, destined to reach half a million in the
next decade, and yet not sufficiently concerned about its health prob-
lems to train one mit's full thought and full time upon them. The
superintendent of health, the secretary, the health officer, able physi-
cians with large practices, all jointly running a machine that no one
Of them is employed to train his full thought upon! It should be
under§tood that conservation of the general health is a specialty in

medicine: It should be understood further that public health pro-
cedures have not been so standardized that the machine aan be set
going with the assurancelhat it will go on automatically. It is a
live, growing, charging thing, and one that calla for the best thou&
that tle best man in the community can give it. Commercial inter-
ests are-finding this (nit and are Spending large sums of money in
safeguarding the health of tkeir employees) because they are finding
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thattit pays in dollars and cents to do so. The Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co., for example, spends large sums annually in safdguard-
ing the health of its policyholders because it pays. The Tennessee
Coal and Iron Co., of Birmingham, with its subsidiary companies,
employs a large nnmhcr of people, 50,100, perhaps. For sevegal
years past this company has been spending increasingly large sums
to conserve the health of its employees, because it. hays-.

The mideveloped state of the school system, is illustrated by com-
parison of Memphis. with respect to the mitits and misfits, with cities
in which speeia104sses and supcdPisiAn are provided for the deaf,
the semiblind, the speech defective,. the anomie. the cripples. and the
mentally defective.

A 'working pia )1.lt is safe to assinne without gnestion that the
physical training activities, the conduct of special schools for excerfr
ti nays of all kinds, the teaching of health and the maintenance of
hygienic school management, belong to the school. The twilight
zone is in the realm of disease, defect, and disability. Taking condi-
tions just as they stand, assuming no immediate large increase in the
resources of eithed department, it is recommended that the line of
cleavage be drawn tentatively between communicable disease and the
disabilities dile to heredity and neglect. Let the department of
health be responsible for the former,-the department
for the latter.

BOAR» Or DECATIoN,

The disabilities of heredity and neglect,
as errors; of refraction, decayed teeth, ac-
cumulations of tartar lending to diseased
gums and pyorrhea; accumulations of wax
In ears, dirty teeth, skin, nails, scalp; mal-
nutrition due to errors of diet, including
kind, quantity, and preparation : and errors
of habit, a too little sleep, too great
activity ; nr postural defects, such as
drooping ..81)011WCFP, loose and slovenly
gait, etc.

It will hi' noted that many of these
deaciencles are due to neglect and arc to
be corrected by instruction and training.
Others are genuine ailments and defects
that, though requiring expert medical diag-
nosis and treatment. are easily detected by
anyone with ordinary intelligence and a
little training in observing symptoms.

I

DE1*.airrNiEN of ti :Aurn.

The acute communicable disc,ases, as
diphtheria, measles, mumps, scarlet fever,
whooping cough, stuallpoi, chicken pox,
rabies, cerebrospinal meningitis, infantile
paralysis, etc.

The insect-borne dIsenses, as malaria.
The diseases of intestinal origin, as tY-

010141, the various forms of dysentery,
cholera, hookworm, etc.

The s.mini dieeases, as tuberculosis, the
Venereal diseases, etc.

Tiw above groups, It will be noted, are
those that belong logically to the health
organization. But this leaves unplaeed
that phase of child conservation extending
from conception to entrance into school. It
is this period that covers the most critical
time of existence and calls for prenatal
supervision, as in the training and licensing
of midwives; providing literature for ex-
pectant mothers, etc.; and preschool super-
vision, covering the six tender years In
which the death rate is highest, and when
resistance Is lowest. Tbis'phase logically
belongs to a subdivision for child hygiene
In the health department.

Advantage of the plan.In practice such a plan would work out
admirably in Memphis. By relieving the school nurses (who con-

.
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stituto part of the health department forces) of a part of the work
they are now endeavoring to do, the health department would be
enabled to take on the preschool work, without additional appropria-
tion, a work which is sorely needed, and which at present gets little
more than passing notice from any source.

It would open up to the schools teaching opportunities to which
they are now ohli;ions. This is perhaps the most important aspect
of the whole. matter. In the matter of health tit() principle, neg-
lected since the days of apprenticeship of learning to do by doing,
might came into its own. We do not learn how to conserve health
by listening to lectures, or reading books, or studying physiology or
hygiene, or having a health depaftment to do those things for us;
waylearn to conserve health by conserving it. For example, let us
take the matter of measuring up our children upon the basis of
height, weight, apw, grade, eyes, and teeth. It is no small undertaking..
to keep record of 22,000 children, and upon the basis of measurements

.tojletermino who need the attention of the dentist, or of list,
dr who need their nutrition looked after. It is such a large ui der
taking that many communities would say they could not affo d it
on account of cost. But how long would it take. to do it if 500
workers were trained upon it? In groups of 5, they could do 100
A day with ease. There are 1,000 eighth-grade pupils in the Memphis
schools, half of whom under intelligent supervisi6n and direction
could keep an accurate set of records of the entire schools. In the
examinations that were- made in the Riverside, Snowden;and Grant.
schools (the latter colored), most of the work was done by a team
of eighth-grade girls under supervision. Four eighth-grade colored
girls at the Grant School, for instance, made all of the examinations
and records, except the eyes.

Coordinate present agencies.If the recommended line of cleavage
is adopted, the next step in organizing a working program for the
schoeis is to coordinate the agencies now at work atilt 2...Ve them
unified directiOn.

The nucleus of it practical teaching and health inspecting service
exists already 4n the temporary provision for the modern health
em usade work. This is now an isolated piece of work. It shouht be
integrated' with the plan of health teaching heretofore outlined, and
this plan of health teaching in turn should be developed to include
the organization of a health inspection service by the older and more
capable pupils. ...

The school phychologist and the special. school for mental misfits
"make the nucleus of an administrative unit to take -ctkre of alt classes
of exceptional children, the neurotic, the deaf, the semiblind, the
-Speech defectives, as well as the, various grades of mental misfits..

.. ,
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For the active phase of physical .education there is something more
than a nucleus in the department of physical training; it is rather
an m.organis that is suffering from arrested development. Sugges-
tions have already been made for lifting the eauso.s of arrest and
for enabling this phase of education to contribute in fail measure
toward tnacing all the children stronger, nume resilient,,nore resist-
ant, better 'coordinated. The one thing htling is to sort on this
cobrdinated 'under a single competent head.

The three 4eps necessary to put these recommendatigris into effect

1. For the hmad of education and the -department of health to,
adopt the " Line of cleavage " herein proposed. '

2. For the board of education to create a department of "School
hygiene" or " Physical and health education " and to bring together
in this new department the health-crusade worker, the physical di-
rector, and the psychologist.
. 3.- For the board of education to secure. as head of the department
of school hygiene, one whose abilities are commensurate with the ..

magnitude and importance of the undertaking. Preferably, in order
to coordinate properly the several branches of the work, he should. :
be A physician, with knowledge of clinical psychology,. and the prin-
ciples of physical 'education. He should know present-day educa-
tional conditions. Above all he must have organizing ability. The.
entire success or failure of this program rests uporthik selection.
Better leave it alone than undertake it without aMispuite titective
energy behind it.

uch a department, of school hygiene should begin with the forces
enumerated aboVe. Obviously' effort should be directed to meeting '
the physical needs in.a broader way. All development should be
based upon examination and actual findings. To this end the first
work of the ditiector should be to institute a system Of 'examina-
tions and records city-wide in scope and covering the most common

. physical defects, such as nutrition, shown by age, -height, and
weight; visual delay, and condition of teeth. The findings will in-
dicate to what extent provision should be made for looking after
nutrition.

From the indications in hand it is probable it will be found that
. the facilities for combating underulbrishment are at present totally

'inadequate. AF pointed out the midday hunch, by ittlblf, hardly
scratches the *surface of the problem. The open-air sehod, even if
it were a complete preventive, takes care of only 25 children. There
are at least several 'hundred undernourished children. Development
of this service should probably be in the, direction of nutrition classes
for the under ourished, conddcted along lines worked :out by
Dr. W. R. P. E erson, in New York. It is the most effective method'
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yet deivised for meeting the needs of malnutrition le a large way.
Moreover, it has a teaching value of the first order, the children
studying their own cases in class and, under intelligent guidance,
j)ringing their own weight up. In that case the open-air school
could be kept for the worst cases, those that would not profit by the
nutrition class.

It goes without saying that the eyes and teeth of all children in
need of attention should have it. It has tilready beelfsuggested that
ultimate clinical facilities sould be provided, not for children as
school children, but for the school children As part- of the public
citizenship.

Vi. THE HIGH SCHOOLS.fig

The report of the National Educat Asso;'intion commission on
the reorganization of secondary education on " Physical Education
in Secondary Schools"' sets for the minimum program of physical
education that schould obtain in any modern city high school. Api
proximately this program is now in operation in ninny cities; hyome
it is exceeded. The essential prin6ples underlying. this report are
given in the following quotations:

In the new civilization one of the Must important problems of the high sehool,
and the central problem of pltysleal education, is how to seraire and conserve
health. This is becoming more :Intl more a community problemt .

The schools have been slow to adjust their program to the changed needs
of, the pupils mid the community. Pupils no longer go to school three mouth's
in the winter to learn to read, write, and cipher, securing their vocational
skill and bodily power during the other nine mouths, They get° school one
,months and are idle the other three because) the opportunittes ;for developing
vocational skill and bodily endurance have been 'liken away from them with
the removal of industry from the home to the factory. The school must accept
the new conditions of this industrial age and provide adequate opportunity for
bodily exercise related to Acntional skill --and for the fundamental bodily
exercises related to health.

Many people to-day are preserved to maturity who formerly would have
tiled in -chlidlaxal. Medicine has matte splendid strides during recent years
in decreasing the -mortality due to zytnotic diseases. The diseases which are
increasing, those of the nervous system, are more inimical to the organic health
of those who survive than are the Infeetious diseases.

While the increase in nervous diseases is rightly xhargeti to a, failure of
bodily adjustment to the environment of the new civilization, to the saving of
the weaker ones who ,fiormerly died in infancy, and, to the greater strain of
modern conditions, and although the number so classified is due in part to better
diagnosis, it Is a just indictment to say that the public Schools have materially
bellied to augment conditions which lead to these diseases. It Is not enough
that the schools should not continue to Increase the tendency to -these diseases;
they should in n constructive way assist In the necessary health adjustments
qt the pupiht in city-and country: It is the firm belief of this commission that
the modern public high &toot owes a duty. to. the health of . the adolescent

--31fr,--
nil report hi published es Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1917,;.No.'.50.



youth of this country as'n fundamental element of edueatien. It is the belief
of this ammaission that this duty is possible of fulfillment.

So far the public school has preempted the It l of health education without
occupying it. Theoretically, educators believe that health is more important
than quantity of knowledge; practically, they seldom at upon the belief. The
program of studies has not been adjusted to meet the changed needs of the
pupils. The present arrangements for physical activity can he Itsaketl upon.only
as palliative measures hi that they give some relief from the school desk. They
;117, essentially of negative diameter, aiming to minimize li..rinful influences.
The work of the.sehools calls primarily for the funetionancilvIty of the birher
centers of the central nervous system. It falls to emphasize the principal pajsi-
live hyglenk factor In that It disregards the motor activities rotated to the lower
nervous venters controlling circulation, respintlion, nutrition. and elimination.
Besides, it neglects an important phase ofellucation in that it minimizes to the
vanishing point those motor activities related to good carriage, motrir presence,
motor personality, and motor consciousness. The attainment of adequate motor
control Is impossible with the present equipment and time allotment.

Ilealth is definitely related to the vigorots use of the big muscles; of the trunk
and legs. InstruCtion should he given In exercises and games which will bring
Into play these large fundamental muscles and about!! be puShed far enough to
stimulate circulation, respiration, and perspiration. Methods of study should be
devised which will allow more freedom and bodily movement even in academic
work.

The tendency in some quarters to substitute military drill for more funda-
ental activity Is a serious mistake. The additIon of physical education tb
iitary drill for the rank and file of the armies of the world is a significant

fac0which should make clear the folly of such substitution. The thorough.
physical education courses at West Point and Annapolis, in our own country,
ad the fact that an Army ()Meer was sent to the United States by the Dutch

GI rnment to take normal .courses in physical education nt Springfield, to pre-\pare iself to fake charge of Physical 'education in the Dutch military acad-
emy, how the need of the basis of an all-round motor training. In order to
instill, the preservation of health mid the educational point of view in physical
exercises, the administration of physical education should be lodged In the
hands of the educational authorities exclusively. No narrow policy of mere
military drill should be substitute(' for a broad program of fundamental health
activities.

The wai has amply confirmed these observations in 'regard to mill-
% . .1:try training.

The health 1101114 of the high-school pupil call for the Nilo-wing 'health
program:

I. A careful health examination which should include:
A. Medical inspection.

.13. Mental examination.
Physical examination.c:

II. A healthful environment in home quid school.
111. Instruction in health problems.
IV. Physical activity.

Kind of exercise.
V. School credit.

A. Equipment, minimum requirement.
M. Amount and kind, minimum requiiement.
U.
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That the Memphis high schools fall far short of realizing
prograin is obvious.

. Health examination. The only health examination given to hi
school pupils is the medical examination given to the prospectiv%
cadets. This follows. strictly, the army examinations. Its purpose
is solely to elinina4b the unfif ; its purpose, in no sense, is to "dis-
cover how nature has endowed the individual." There is no mental
examination, The necessity for which is -shown in the section of this
report on "Mental Status"; and no adequate physical examination
calling for a " close study of the growth and physique, of the pupil
and a close correlation of tl c-onditions found with the phySical
activity prescribed." For th uirls there is no 'health examination.
In view of. the amount of personnel devoted to physical education in
the high schools such examination is practically out of llie question.

Healthful environment.The possibilities of a healthful enviCon-
ment in the Central High School are large, but they are not fully
fiitlized, in the judgment of the survey force. This is not a matter
for detailed specification; by way of illustration, however, it was
found that one toilet Tom for boys was lacking in adjacent lavatory
facilities. Close sanitary supervision of school plants as recoin:
mended in th.t, section on that topic would reveal the defects and
the remedies for defects.-

The Vocational High School has small possibilities. A new build-
ing at the earliest possible time is the solution of that Problem. The'
obvious remedial improvements are summarized in the section on
buildings.

The Colored Higti School as it how stands has no possibilities. It
is a liability only. .

Instruction in health problems.Apparently little attention is
paid to this natter on the program of studies. The report above
referred to makes the following recommendation :

The pupils should be given instruction In : (a) 'The practicpi elementary
roblems which concern their health; as, for example, diet, rime of the teeth,

' sex, sleep, exercise, and:bathing in school and at home. (b) The general con-
dItiorts related to health, as room temperature, ventilation, dust, school seatings,
and posture. (c) Tile publichenith problems, like sewage disposal, -milk and
water supplies, and general control of inteetioniu diseases.

Every pupil in the high school should be acqualwied with eienientary
health problamp in his environment. Direct application should be made to,
home, school: and community conditions. l?eftnite re0orts of health condi.

.tions which test the powers of observation should be required. The exalni-
'6 'nations, should test both the knowledge, and the health habits of the pupils

-In home and school. .
Physical activity::--In the report' aboie referred to the require- ,

ments for; physical activity are treated under three heads: Equip-
ment,. amount and kind Nine allotment), kind of exercise.
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E qu ipment,The Central High School has magnificent outdoor
possibilities. The 12 acres of _level ground included in the school
property offer ideal conditions for a well-nigh perfect, organiza-

tion of outdoor physical training activities. At present the possi-
bilities are unrealized. The grounds are in a state' of nature.

The indoor facilities are inadequate. There is. one small gymna-
sium that must be used by both boys and girls. The shower bath,
lockers, and dressing room facilities am only moderately satisfactory,/
There is no swimming pool. A temporary armory has been provided
in connection with the military training. This is for storage of mili-
tary equipment, no/ for exercise spacet

The Vocational High School is lacking in both indoor and out-
door facilities. Ile gymnasium assembly room is entirely unsatis-
factory; there are no bathing or dressing accommodations. The

minds are too limited for anything more than class exercises.
ere is no space for\even teaching the elements of the more impor,

tan athletic gaines. \ .

Th, Colored High School has no facilities.
Tim- allotmentIn the Central High School

posed to ave 2 one-hour periods a week in the
is in char of two teachers, one for each sex.
proximately
ment would
a day, every da
the boys gives bu
devoted to supervi.
provision for physic
school. Classes in ph
The result is that some
by program conflicts; an
mixed -groups. One class o
all classes, from the first to
condition is fatal to real edu
progress in their attainments. 'I
having no logical gradation. In
physical training as a side show, not t

This condition might be alleviated
as group leaders, but this could not
merely fortuitous mingling of younger at
have to as a result of definite planning an
group leaders.

I

In the Vocational High School and in the olored High School
there is no regular schedule of exercises.there

of exercise.For the boys in the Central Ih.School there

. .

are the gymnasium exercises, as indicated above, =Ling largely

each pupil is sup-
gymnasium. This
As there are ap-

00 students of each sex, the fulfillMent-ef the require-
an that each teacher would teach 48 pupils five hours

in the week. As a matter of fact, the teacher for
half of his time to this work, the other half being

on of the 'work' in the elementary schools NO
training is made on the time schedule of the
iettl training have to "come. when they can."

e entirely debarred From physical training
these make necessary the assembling of

girls visited had representativei from
the fourth year. Ob..iously, such a

ional work. Pupils see no orderly
ev see only repetition of exercises
/itably they come to think Of

a vital part of their education.'
the use of the older pupils

done successfully by the
I older pupils. It would

the training of capable

-s
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of calisthenics and light gymnastics. Little or no time is given to
teaching games and outdoor sports. Practically nothing is done for
the weaker and deficient individrak (the high school quota of the
fatal one.-third immortalized by the4s.elective draft). These defects
of procedure are not due to lack of recognition of their importance
on the part of the teacherhe is keenly aware of their importance;
under the conditions he can work only with the mass.

In addition to this regular physical training schedule, a good deal
of attention is given to competitive athletics, for which a coach is
employed. This, of course, reaches only a small minority of. boys
who are rigorously selected for intensive athletic training, not in the
interest of their physical development, but in the interest of inter-
school competition. '

Recently, military training under the Junior Reserve Officer Train-
ing Corps provision of the War Department has been introduced.
The prograni calls for one -half hour a day of military drill, includ-
ing setting-up exercises. It bears no organic relation to the general
program of physical education.

For the girls the entire physical-education program is covered
by the two hours a week in the gymnasium. The exercise consist of
calisthenics., light gymnastics, games, and dancing. No outdoor
games are taught..

At the Vocational High School there is no systematized physical
exercise other than the military drill. There has been sporadic culti-
vation of such athletics as football, baseball, and basket ball, but no
regular provision has been made for this by the employment of a
coach.

In both schools the customary "evils of athletics" are in evidence,
evils which spring from failure to direct athletics for educational
ends.

Extending benefite of athletics. How the benefits of athletic
games can be extended to all pupils is admirably illustrated by the
Oak Park and River Forest Township High School in the suburbs
of Chicago'

The purpose of all education is, to train for citizenship. Physical education
has to do with the health, the growth and development of our physical beings.
We look aftlr the health and physical development of our bodies, not primarily
to make the human a stronger and more powerful animal, but to make him
more able to assume his duties in societyto make him a better citizen.
Physical education, then, to be education, must train for citizenship. Ath-
letics are usually considered a phase of physical training or physical education.
But to be classified they must be educational, and where they are educational
they most certainly train for citizenship.

The most important criticism directed toward our interscholastic or inter-
collegiate -athletics is that we overdevelop a few and neglect the masses, and

.1Cititenship and AthleticsA Concrete EumPle. By Glenn F. Thistiethwalte, physical
director, Oak Park, III. S., 111. " Mind and Body," March, 1919.

JAti
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it is this mistake that demands1mmediate remedy. Correct this mistake and
the other objectionable features will take care of themselves. When our ath-
letes, are meeting the Nation's demands in such an encouraging way the db.
plorable feature is that we have produced such a small number of them.
While one Jlnbie Baker Is doing such great deeds of valor as an aviator in
Frisbee, think of the hundreds of others who are being rejected foridlfferent
branches of the service because of physical defects.

The remedy for this error Is intruschool or intramural athletics; in fact this
is the panacea for all our athletic troubles. This is an old term, mid a large
per cent of our schooli claim to have intramural sports, but what are they?
Usually a few interclass games, played after the close of the regular seasons,
or if during the regular seasons. pushed over to one confer of the athletic
field or given the gymnasium on Friday afternoon when tit varsity is not
using it for practice. Such intramural athletics may pass AP an excuse tiut
nothing more. They do little good, and after a game or two the players drop.
out because of the lack of interest. Enthusiasm can not he kept up in some-. thing that is given little importance in the school. They should be made as
much a part of the school as the interscholastic athletics, so far as the boys
are concerned. What is good for the feW is all. All have an equal
right to the use of the school property, the gyn and the athletic field,
and to the teachers' assistance. .

We need more school teams, so that our athletics may be representative of
the different stages In the d'evelopment of our boys. IU plat; of one team .
In a given sport there should he at least three, with the division made on the

'basis of weight and age. In sports like basket ball, football, and wrestling
the welg?it is the important factor and is generally used as the basis of dlvi- -
sion, but in. track, baseball, and soccer, where the superiority Iles In endur-
ance and skill rather than In strength, age is tll best bates of division. With
the number of school teams multiplied by three the number IA boys parti-
chuffing is naturally increased In like ratio. This alone will account for thi1 .
greater number of boys physically able to engage in competitive games in a
small school with less than 100 boys. In larger schools, with the school
sports designated as heavyweight, lightweight, and midget weight, or major,
minor, and subininor, it becomes an easy matter to organize Intramural leagues

.in each division. ,
In general:the idea of mass athletics, as has just been outlined, is In sub-

stance the plan that the Oak Park High School Board has been gradually
putting Into effect during the last five years. The detail of the system has
been left with the physical directors,' but the hoard has stood sponsor and
furnished the protection, and Inductments for furthering the plan. The path
has not been a rosy one. The transition of It school that Was saturated with
the one-team idea into one for every boy in the game has been most difficult,
The community has leaned to think in terms of national championships. Foot-
ball was the subject of discussion at the breakfast table, 'at the club, and
even nt church, and members of the team could have anything in the town
for the ,asking. For a school hoard to change the athletic policy and have the
time and energy of the coaches devoted to the interests of all the boys to the
neglect of the school heroes tool courage. In spite of the fact that all foot-
ball games were won the first season, the followers of the team had become
such expert critics that they were not satisfied with the small scores and
predicted calamity. The.itext season, after winning the first seven games,
the team lost three games. The community was disgraced; and for the time
being the bottom fell out of Oak Park's reputation. But gradually the public
settled down to a sunClerel and began to take a different view of things. By
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degrees people awoke to the fact that an unusual number of boys were par-
tAcIpating in the athletics. Parents began to notice that their own boys, in
place of n.frely being the cigarette-smoking rooters, were taking (in those
signs of robust health and enthusiasm over themselves that they had admired
In the eleven boys on the field.

No figures have been kept to show the exact number of boys taking part,
but the number on the various teams in competition during last year runs-,
over 1,000. Probably 50 per cent of these are duplicates, so it would seem that
about 500 of the 000 boys ni the school get into some form of organized team
play.

There has been a very noticeable improvement in individual honesty and
sportsmanship. The moral code In athNtics has always been a most peculiar
one. If a man should try to improve his lie in golf or deliberately call the score
wrong in tennis no one would play with him, but In our highly organized games
the referee or umpire is the sole arbitrator, and anything thatescapes his eyes
is considered legitimate by both players and spectators. In the intramural
gapes students act as referees but perform little more than the mechanical
part of the official's duties. Decisions are seldom. disputed and que.sotions of
right or wrong are usually quickly settled by a majority opinion without any

' appearto higher authorities. This democratic cSstrol makes apy boy who would
use foul tactics very unpopular, and no boy will long stand against the ill wii1\
of his fellows, and n4 a. result, a spirit of good sportsmanshle and clean play
dominates the whole athletic situation.

VII. SUMMARY im CONCLUSION§ AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. Every school should have decently adequate playground space
and simpler and inexpensive equipment.

2. Centrally located athletic fields should be provided in cacti
logical school district.

3: Coordination .of. the school and community playground and
athletic activities should be effected by placing them under a unified
administration. Also an arrangement should be made between the
board of education and the recreation commission, whereby the
director of physical education in the schools shall be the responsible
director of "physical recreation" supported by the commission.

4. Such school-community organizations as the parent-teacher as-
sociations should be encouraged to supplement public funds and
official interest in the equipment and maintenance of school play-
grounds; and in turn to stimulate and encourage official interest and
the appropriation of public funds.

5. Such organizations as the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire
Girls should be encouraged and coordinated inspfar as possible with
the administration of school and community physical_ education.

6. The director of school and community physical education activi-
ties should be paid 'a salary commensurate with the ituportance of

4 his.duties; and provision should be mad© for sufficient assistance in
Order that the teacher's may be properly instructed and supervised.

7. Each of the high, schols should be provided with a sufficient
number of well-paid teachers of physical educationiso that the prin-.
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ciples outlined in the report before referred to may be incorporated
gradually into the program of the Me his high schools. It is idle
to make extended recommendations in egard to equipment, courses,
and methods, unless there is first a pr vision for the human agents
to use the equipment, and to develop cotirse and methods.

In the Central High School there are needed at least four teachers
of physical education, one head. teacher and one assistant teacher

.

for each sex. The supervisor of physical education who now gives
half time to the high school should be relieved. His full time is
needed for general supervision. In the Vocational High School
and in the Colored High School, one teacher for each sex in each .
school is needed. Under the scale of salaries recommended in the
section on Administration, Melnphis c4 an secure teachers that m-as-
are up to the indicated requirements.

8. The 12 acres of unused grounds at. Central High School should'
be drained and graded. A large part. of the physical exercise of high-
school pupils in Memphis should.be out of doors all the year round,
and these grounds are needed for this 'purpose. Indoor facilities
are needed for inclement weather and can be .advantageously used
also for the mere formal work of gymnastics. It is an axiom to-day,

f however, that the indoor gymnasium is to be used only when out-
door exercise is impossible.

9. Enlarge the indoor facilities at the Central High School,
especially for bathi)ng and dressing. There is immediate need fqr
two gymnasiums in order that the two sexes may be equally and
adequately provided for. Ultimately these two 'gymnasiums should
form a new unit of construction in the rear of the shops, at the
edge of. the athletic field. Each should rte fully equipped with
lecture roomS for teaching hygiene and with dressing and bathing
facilities, including bath, shower baths, and swimming pools.

As a temporary expedient a movable gymnasium for boys should
be provided and placed in the position above indicated. If tfte type
of building described in the section on Building were used the cost
would not he excessive.

This arrangement would leave the present gymnasium for the
. use of the girls.

Facilities for physical education are so lacking in th Vocational
High School that the only logical recommendation is n new plant.
Resourceful teachers, however, can do something with very meagei
equipment.

10' For the most part the development: of the procedette of phys-
ical ,education should be left clailpetent teachers. As an
istrative. matter, however, the responsible for the administration
of the high schOols should ad t the interpretation' of physical
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education set forth in the Report of the Commission on Reorganiza-
tion of Secondary Education and should begin at once to incorporate
that interpretation into the program of the Memphis High Schools.
Certain points should receive particular attention.

(A) A progressively graded course in physical education covering
both instruction in hygiene and physical training activities should

Abe projected. A correlative of this is, that provision must be made
in the program schedule for classes in physical education, as genuine
classes, not as mere fortuitous groupings of individuals. At least
four 'periods a week should be provided. The report of the Commis-
.sion on Reorganization of Secondary Education recommends
strongly that these be grouped into two double periods and give a
sample schedule worked out on that basis. It should be understood'
that these periods primarily are for teaching; that they do not fur-
nish the amount of exercise needed by students. They must be sup-
plemented by " after7school " games, athletics, and other forms of
41Ixercise. Work should be included, but work should be evaluated
n terms of physical development.

(B) Provisions should he made for at least, an annual examina-
tion of high-school pupils with the object of a clear understanding
of the developmental needs of each individual. The examination
should be recorded and used for charting the work of the individual
pupil.

(C) School credit should be given for the work in physical edu-
cation. The recommendation of the report previously cited is as
follows:

The courses in hygiene should receive credit ou the seine basis as other.
classroom subjects. The physical practice lu gymnastics, athletics, games, and
swimming should' receive positive credit on the same basis as laboratory.
courses. The hygiene instruction should be graded .on the basis of classroom
recitations and examinations. The physical practice should he marked on lie

_basis of the quality of the work and on the effort of the pupil In daily pfac-
We. Tests of minimum physical proficiency should be given at regular in-
tervalk

An improvement upon this would be to include three elements. in
the grading: (1) Information acquired as shown by recitation 'and
tests; (2) personal health progress as shown by growth, freedom
from illness, correction of defects, etc.; (3) progress in physical

_ability as shown in mastery of the various physical training ac-
tivities.

(D) Athletics must be recognized, clearly and unequivocally, as a
part of the physical education program, and must be brought under
the exclusive control and direction of the school. Interschool com-
petitive athletics should be retained and 'wholesomely controlled;
but the beneita of athletic games should be extended to all the
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(E) Military training should be brought into its normal coordi-
nation with physical education: The details need not be specified.
They must be worked out through intelligent cooperation of the
military instructor and the physical instructor.

(F) The work in physical education in. the high schools must' be
seen ih its relation to the elementary school program and to the
general community scheme for physical recreation Hampering
restraint's must be avoided, lint administrative coordination is

11. Define the respective obligations and duties of the health-
department and of the school department with respect to health
examination and supervisilm. Increase the facilities and financial

-support of both departments.
12. Coordiytte the several lines of work now' carried on by the

schools in a division of school hygiene or "school health serVice"
in charge of a director who combines technical and executive com-
petence.
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